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INTRODUCTION 
In the last decades, the problem of existence for compressible viscous 
flows has been the object of remarkable surge of interest. For the initial 
boundary value problem, despite the fundamental contributions of many 
prominent writers, it should still be considered an open question, in that 
one can prove either global (in time) existence for small data [l&4], or 
local existence for arbitrary data [S-9]. In this respect, the special l- 
dimensional case, can be considered completely solved [lO-121. As far as 
the boundary value problem is concerned, several existence [4, 131 and 
uniqueness theorems [13-161 have recently been given. Nevertheless, also 
in this case the data must be suitably small. 
In this paper we shall treat the problem of existence for unsteady flows. 
Precisely, we prove the existence of global weak solutions for 2-dimen- 
sional unsteady viscous compressible flows of an ideal’ isothermal gas, 
whatever the size of the data may be. This is achieved by a suitable 
coupling of the simple and elegant method of Hopf [17] with standard 
techniques in Orlicz spaces. Actually, the novel feature of our approach is 
to dominate nonlinearities by using the Orlicz Sobolev inequalities with a 
“quantitative” investigation of the corresponding imbedding operators. It is 
interesting to notice that the use of the Orlicz spaces is naturally suggested 
by the constitutive equations of the free energy for ideal fluids. 
’ By “ideal isothermal gas” we mean a fluid for which the pressure p and the density p obey 
the relation p = kp (k = const. > 0). 
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The plan of the work is the following. In Section 1 we introduce some 
function spaces and recall some of their properties. In Section 2 we write 
the equations of motion and state the existence theorem. In Section 3 we 
derive some a priori estimates uch as the energy dissipation identity and 
the conservation of mass which furnish the boundedness of a solution in 
the norms of suitable Banach spaces. The proof of the theorem is then 
obtained in two parts. Precisely, in Section 4 (part I) we prove the existence 
of an approximating sequence for all time t > 0; this result is derived in a 
very general way, without any assumption on the space dimension d and 
on the constitutive law p = p(p). Next, in Section 5 (Part II), employing the 
hypotheses d = 2 and p = kp we prove the convergence of the 
approximating sequence to a weak solution of the equations. This solution 
possesses, among other properties, a positive density and, moreover, it 
satisfies when the domain is bounded, an energy inequality. 
We wish to end with the following three remarks: 
(a) The general problem of uniqueness remains an open question. 
(b) Employing the results of Part I only, it is easy to prove a sort of 
existence also for d= 3, at least when the constitutive law p = kpY is 
assumed (k = const. > 0, y > $). Actually, denoting by p, the values of the 
pressure along the approximating solutions, one can show that p, -+ jj 
suitably; however, we have not been able to prove d = p. This is the only 
point which does not allow us to extend the theorem to the case d= 3; 
(c) We think that the same approach introduced here may equally 
be applied to prove existence for the 2-dimensional boundary value 
problem, without restrictions on the size of the data. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In order to deal specifically with the initial-boundary value problem, it is 
convenient to introduce some function spaces and to recall some of their 
basic properties. Though these properties are well known (cf., e.g., 
[ 18-20]), they are listed for readers’ convenience. 
Let Q,= 52 x (0, T) denote an open region of the space-time which for 
our purposes can be considered as a cylinder, whose cross section at a dis- 
tance t from the base is denoted by Q(t), despite all cross sections having 
the same shape and size. Moreover, by 9? we shall denote any compact sub- 
set of 0. Let m(t) and n(s) be two right-continuous (s, t > 0) non-decreas- 
ing functions such that 
m(t) = sup s, 
n(s) < I 
n(s) = sup t 
m(t)<s 
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and satisfying the conditions 
m(0) = n(0) = 0 
m(co)=n(co)= 03. 
The convex functions M(u) and N(u) defined by the relations 
M(u) = f;” m(t) dt, N(o) = f”’ n(s) ds 
are called mutually complementary Young (or N-) functions [18]. 
A convex function M,(t) will be called the principal part (p.p.) of the 
N-function M2(t) if M,(t) = M*(t) for sufficiently large t. 
By Z,(Q) we denote the Orhcz class corresponding to M, i.e., the set of 
all Lebesgue measurable functions u in 52 such that 
f 
M(u) dx < 00. 
n 
The Orlicz space J?,,,,(Q) is defined to be the linear hull of the Orlicz class 
z,(Q). We shall use in L,(Q) the Luxemburg norm 
M(u(x)/k)dx< 1 . 
For 1~1~ >0, we have 
f m4xYl4 A41 dx Q 1. R 
Let &,(a) be the set of all bounded measurable functions u on Q such 
that supp u is bounded. The space E,(a) is defined as the closure of the set 
B,(Q) with respect o the Orlicz norm I . JM. The following inclusions hold 
E,(Q) = Lfw c LM(Q;Z). 
We say that M satisfies the A,-condition if for large values of t 
3a > 0: M(2t) < aaM( t). 
We also write M,(u) < M,(u) if there exists a positive constant c such 
that M,(u) ~A4~(cu), for large values of the argument. In this case the 
N-functions M,, M, are said to be comparable. 
The N-functions M,(u) and M2(u) are said to be equivalent and we write 
M,-M,, lf M,<M*<M1. 
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If the N-functions M,, M, satisfy the property 
M,(t) co 
Em M2(At) 
for all A> 0, we shall write M, -+K M, and we say that the N-function M, 
increases essentially more slowly than M2 near infinity. 
If X is any Banach space, we set X = [Xl” while X* will denote the dual 
space. Moreover, the symbols (., .) and 1 . I2 will denote, as customary, the 
scalar product and the norm in L,(Q), respectively. For 1 < p < co, and X 
a Banach space with norm / . lx, we denote by L,(O, T; X) the set of all 
mappings f: (0, T) --) X which are strongly measurable such that 
s 
r 
If/;dt<m. 
0 
If A4, N are a pair of complementary N-functions and M satisfies the 
AZ-condition, then L%(Q) = LN(Q). 
Let us recall [19] that L,(O, T; LN(%‘))* = L,(O, c LN(%?)*). In the 
sequel we shall also use the notation 
M,(s) = s(ln s)=; N,(s) = exp(s”) - 1. MrM,, NE N,. 
The sequence of functions {u,) c L,(Q) is EN-weakly convergent if the 
sequence of numbers 
I u,v dx R 
converges for any function v E EN(Q), where N is the complementary 
N-function to M. 
For r>O and XC@, we set B(x,r)=(y~WIx-yl-cr}, mr= 
p(B(x, r)). Further, for u E L,,JQ) we define the Steklov function S,(u) 
associated to U, as 
S,(u)=m;'J 4y)dy=m;'~ 4x + Y I& 
B(v) lyl<r 
where u(y) = 0 if y $52. Let I( E LJSZ), then it holds 
(1.1) 
when 
r2 < (julM/7r(e- 1))(7r- 1). 
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Let H,(Q) (resp. w’L,(Q,)) denote the Sobolev space @,,,(Q) (resp. 
the Orlicz-Sobolev space in Q,) (cf. [20]) and let D be the set of all 
indefinitely differentiable functions of compact support in Q. Moreover, by 
D, we shall indicate the set of all indefinitely differentiable functions with 
compact support in 0 x [0, T). Let, now, {(Pi} be a basis in H, with 
(Pi ED; for any fixed n, let V,, be the vector space spanned by { qpl ,..., cp,}. 
We thus have that there exists a constant d(n) such that 
suplV.u,l< d(n)~~v”.:vu,dx)1’2;U~~v~. 
D ( 
The following results can be deduced from [ 19, Lemma 7.4.11. 
LEMMA 1. Let H,(%?)GL,(%). Then the embedding H,(g)6 L,(V) is 
compact for any N-function S(t) increasing essentially more slowly than N(t) 
near infinity, i.e., when S<4 N. 
LEMMA 2. Let QG Iw’, then H,(Q)c;L,,(O). 
We shall prove, now, an inequality of Friederichs type which becomes 
useful for the proof of the convergence of the nonlinear terms. Let A denote 
any cube. 
LEMMA 3 (A generalization of Friederichs inequality). Let rEL,,,,,(A), 
WE H,(A). Then, there exist N independent functions a,(x)E L,,(A), 
depending only on A and N, such that 
s rW2dx< f (JArwaidx)2+ClrI /VW/~ \ A i=l IsA raidx) N M2 2 
where C is a constant that depends only on A. 
ProoJ: By well-known arguments (cf. [26, p. 4891) it is sufficient to 
prove (1.2) when A is the unit cube A,, i.e., 
s rWZdx<(Sd1rWdX)2+CIr[MI,dl IVWJ2dx. ’ IfA, rdxl 5 (1.3) Al Al 
Since inequality (1.3) is homogeneous in r, we can always set the side con- 
dition jr1 M2,d, = 1. To show (1.2) it is, therefore, sufficient to prove 
rw2dx-(~d+Wdx)2 
IsA, r dxl 
I4 1 M&AI = 
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with C constant independent on r, W, and A 1. Let us assume, per absur- 
dum, that (1.4) fails, i.e., for any n E N there exist rn, W, with lrnl Nz,d, = 1, 
such that 
r,W,(W,,- mJdx (1.5) 
where 
We set 
and (1.5) becomes 
‘21 IVWn12dx, Z(rnr Y,)=l 
n Al 
There exist, then, Y,,,, rns, n’ E N such that Y,, --+ K= constant, strong in 
LN( A,), r,,. + r weak in L,+,( A,). Consequently, by continuity, 
Z( r,, , !P,,,) + Z( r, K) = 0, which contradicts Z(r,, ul,) = 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let r E -LAO, T; L,d~)), Q E L,(O, T; H,(V). Then 
4 E L2(0, T; LdW). 
Proof: We shall prove that rd defines a bounded linear functional on 
L*(O, T; HI(%)). First of all, let us consider the sequence dk(x, t), ylk(x, t) 
of functions in C,(O, T; H,(w)) and let us set 
Id/AX, t)l 
= Xk(X, t); I Y&Y t)l = WAX, t); 
4x, t) 
IdKI N2 lYklNZ 
- = a(x, t), 
IrIM, 
Employing Cauchy inequality twice, we obtain 
=- :jv(e~:-l)dx+~~v(e”~-l)dx 
=; j- CN2W + N2(mJl dx. (1.6) 
%? 
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Now, by (1.6), Young’s inequality and the definition of the Luxemburg 
norm, we tind 
which, in turn implies 
(1.7) 
The proof then follows extending, by density, relation (1.7) to functions 
in L,(O, T, H,(q)). 
2. STATEMENT OF Tm PROBLEM 
As is well known, the equations governing the motion of a viscous com- 
pressible barotropic fluid can be written in 0, as (cf., e.g., [21 J) 
g+v. (pv)=O 
p~+pv.Vv-pdv-(L+B)v(v.v)= -vp-pf. 
(2.1) 
Here p is the material density divided by a uniform density p, v is the 
velocity and f the external force per unit mass. Moreover, pp = lip(p) is the 
pressure and the Lame coefficients ~1 and @ are supposed to be constants 
verifying the usual restriction imposed by the Clausius-Duhem inequality 
paoo, 31+2p>O. (2.2) 
Also, we shall suppose p strictly positive and, therefore, we have 
1+p>o. 
As far as the pressure is concerned, we set 
P=Rtlp (2.3) 
where 0 is the constant absolute temperature and R is a positive constant. 
To solution of (2.1) it is also required to obey (in a suitable sense) the 
initial and boundary data 
V(Y> 0) = vow, P(Y> 0) = P”(Y) YE Q(O) 
v(x, t) = 0 (x, t) E al2 x [O, T]. (2.4) 
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As can be easily checked, the case of body force b into (2.1) is allowed. 
Hence, the second part of condition (2.4) can be enlarged to include the 
case of moving boundaries (cf., e.g., [23]). 
By a weak solution to problem (2.1)-(2.4) we mean functions 
(p, v)EL,(O, T; L,,(Q)) x L,(O, R H,), with I~vI,EL,(O, I!“), verifying 
the following system 
} dt = -(PO, rL”> 
+ (PV, v. V4) - Pm, V4) 
for all TaO and for all ($,$)eDDT, where +“(y)=$(y,O), 
$O( Y) = 44 Y, 0). 
We now prove that system (2.5) is equivalent to 
-(P, I)+j:i(~,~~+(p,v.V~)~dr= -(p”, Vp) 
+ (PV, v. Vcp) - pm Vq) - (A + p)(V .v, v. cp) 
+(p,f’~cp)+(pf,cp) I df= -(PAVE, (2.6) 
for all T>O and for all (Y, cp) E [C”(O, T; C;(Q))]‘*‘, where 
‘y”(y)= ul(Y,OL cp”(Y~=cqwa. 
We will prove the second part of (2.6) and the first part of relation (2.6) 
will be proved in the same way. To this end, we employ some ideas of 
[17,24]. Let z < T be an arbitrary case and let 0(t) be a smooth function 
with e(t)=1 if t<r and O(t)=0 if t>z-i-h (h>O); furthermore, 
Jo” 8,,dt= -1. 
We set Q(x, t) = 0(t) cp(x, t) into the weak form (2.5), obtaining 
~,?w~M,df+j:+~ {(~v,cp,,)+(~v,v~Vcp)-~u(Vv~Vcp) 
- (A -t- p)(V. v, Vd cp) -i- (p, \J* cp) + (pi, cp)f dt = -b”vo, cp’). 
It is a standard result that 
!l,a J;+h (pv, de, ,dt = -(P(T) v(r), cpb)) 
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for all z belonging to the Lebesgue set 9 of pv (in L,(O, T; M(W)), say). If 
r $9, we recall that lpvl M is in L,(O, T) and that, moreover, L, is weakly 
compact. Hence, there exist a vector V(x) EL, and a sequence of values tj 
in 9, tj + r, such that p(x, tj) v(x, tj) converges to V(x) weakly in LM. 
Therefore, after a suitable redefinition of pv at r (r 4 3) we again obtain 
(2.6) Vr B 0. Setting S,,,Jp’) = px, we can state 
THEOREM. Assume Sz s Iw*. Let p be given by (2.3), f E L,(O, T; L,(Q)). 
Then, problem (2.1)-(2.4) with initial data verifying 
V-0 
v” E L*(Q), JPv” 6 L,(Q), POE Lb&J) 
I y~“(~)d~>O 
VWCD 
admits at least one weak solution (p, v) which verifies the following con- 
ditions 
f 
p(x, t) dx > 0 WCC 
0 
$ s, P(X, f) v(x, 1)* 4(x, t) dx = j-Q P’(Y) v”( Y I.+“( Y 14, 
for all Y, $E [C”(O, T; CF(Q))13. 
If 52 is bounded, we have, further, that the solutions of the theorem 
satisfy the following “energy estimate” 
Here, we set 
I=+/ (pv*+2(1 +p)ln(l +p)} dx 
R 
D(l)=sn {~VV:VV+(~+~)(VV)~} dx 
(2.8) 
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Remark 1. The hypothesis f E &(O, T, L,(O)) can be fairly improved, 
requiring only f E &(O, T, L,,(Q), where the complementary N-function to 
M1,2 is equivalent to N,. 
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section we derive some (formal) a priori estimates. To this end, let 
us recall that the Eulerian coordinates (x, t) are related to the Lagrangean 
ones (y, z) through the relations 
X(Y, z)= Y+~~v(~(Y, ~1,s) ds 
0 
For any smooth solution (p, v) to problem (2.1)-(2.4) with p 30 the 
following relations hold 
p(x, t) = ~~(~40, t, x))(det F)-’ 
(1 
I 
inf p(x, 0) exp - sup (V . v( ds 
v 0 w > 
Q ~(4 t) < sup Ax, 0) exp 
w 
d 
dtu 5 
pdx=O (3.1) 
E(r)+jfD(s)ds=j-;lQ {co(p)V.v+pf.v} dxds+E(O) 
0 
E(t) + j: D(s) ds < E(O) exp ([i a(s) ds) 
o(p) = ln( 1 + p). 
In the above, the first and third parts of (3.1) are obtained in a standard 
way [7, 211. To show the second part of (3.1), it is sufficient to multiply 
the first part of (2.1) by pqP ’ with q E H and to integrate over a material 
volume C. We then have 
Id -- 
s qdt c 
pqdx= - 
s 
pvV.vdx, 
C 
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which, in turn, implies (with X= sCp9 dx) 
dX 
p 141 suPIV.vlx 
c 
and, as a consequence, 
X(t)<X(O)exp /qI Jis;p/v-VI ds}. 
i 
(3.2) 
Raising both sides of (3.2) to the power l/lql, in the limit q+ 500, we 
deduce 
sup (t) d sup p(O) exp 
C C 
izf p(t) > i:f p(0) exp : 
respectively, which furnish the second part of (3.1). 
Now, multiplying the second equation of (2.1) by v, integrating over Q, 
and employing the first equation of (2.1) and (2.4) we obtain 
~~J~pv2dx+~(~,=J~pv.vdx+j pf.v dx. 
R 
(3.3) 
From the continuity equation and the transport theorem, it is easy to 
obtain the following identities 
- J v.Vpdx= R 5,Pv.vdx-j-npv.ndo 
(3.4) 
J R pV.vdx= -$ J 52 (l+p)ln(l +p)dx+ JaIn(I +p)V*vdx. 
Moreover, since 
eln(l +p)G(f +p) (P>O) 
employing Schwarz’s inequality, we deduce 
J R pV.vdx<icD1/2E”2-;j. R X(P) dx (3.5) 
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We also have 
I, pf. v dx G sup IfI 
0 
( 2 )‘l’(jQ p dx)“’ s, pv dx (3.6) 
Substituting (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.3) and using Cauchy’s inequality, we 
have 
-&)+D(t)$a(r)E(t). (3.7) 
Then, Gronwall’s lemma applied to (3.7) allows us to prove the validity of 
the fifth part of (3.1). 
4. PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE THEOREM. PART I 
The proof is divided into two parts: 
(I) Existence of a global (in time) approximating sequence (p,, v,); 
(II) Convergence of (p,, v,) to a solution (p, v) of (2.6). 
In this section we shall be concerned with Part I, and to prove it we shall 
not make any assumption about the dimension of space and on the depen- 
dence of the pressure on p. 
Let Ok E C?(Q) be a basis in H,(Q), with sup, IV. I$~I < 1, 14,1: = l/K’, 
orthonormal in H,(Q). We look for the pair 
Pn(x, t) E Crn(Q,) 
VAX, t) = i Ck(f) 4K(X) 
KC1 
solution of the following problem: 
g+v. (pnv,)=O 
- (PnVn .vv,, 4,) - VP(PJ, $,I + bzf~ 9,) (4.1) 
PZ = PAX, 0) = &,JPO) (>O) 
vn(x, O)= f cP4i(x), cp = (VO, &). 
i=, 
We can obviously apply the first three relations of (3.1) to p,. In par- 
ticular, since 
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by the smoothness of Qk, we have 
This last relation, substituted in the first part of (3.1), yields 
P,Jx, t) = p’(y)(det f’-’ (4.2) 
which furnishes the dependence of p, on & ci(r) dz. Moreover, from the 
second part of (3.1) and the third part of (4.1) we deduce the strict 
positiveness of p, in the set A,, defined as the union of the supports of the 
functions t$, ,..., 4,; also, for XEQ -A,, we have ap,/& =0 implying the 
strict positiveness of p, in 52 - A,,. 
The coefficients c,(l) can be determined from the following ordinary dif- 
ferential system of n equations 
JJl (Pn+i, Qklti= ( o e c,(t), 1’ Cl(S) 4 f ) 
c,(O) = cp 
(4.3) 
where Fk denotes the right-hand side of the second part of (4.1) when we 
substitute the expression (4.2) for pn. Of course, the determinant of the 
matrix II(p,&, &)I/ is always different from zero, since p,, is strictly 
positive. Hence, we can reduce system (4.3) into the following first-order 
ordinary differential system in normal form 
G(f) = %(cAt), b,, f) 
d(t) = Ci(f) 
c,(O) = c:, hi(O) = 0 
with ‘Sk regular functions of cj, bj. This allows us to state the existence of a 
solution c,(t) to (4.3) in a suitable time interval (0, 7’,,). This, along with 
the first part of (4.1) in turn implies the existence of pn in the same time 
interval. 
To prove that T, = 00, we use reductio ad absurdum. In fact, if T,, -C 00, 
then the solution would tend to infinity in that instant; we shall show that 
this cannot happen. Multiply the second part of (4.1) by c,Jf) and sum 
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over k. Employing the first part of (4.1) and following the line sketched in 
Section 3, we obtain for (p,, v,J the fifth relation of (3.1), i.e., 
E,(t) + ji D,(s) ds < E,(O) exp (Jr a(s) ds) 
0 
(4.4) 
with the obvious meaning of the symbols. Relation (4.4) and the property 
l4,J $ = l/K’ provide, in particular, 
(4.5) 
Employing inequality (1.1) in the second part of (3.1) we deduce 
>/ inf pz exp 
R {-GO E,(O) exp (ji 44 d()], 
which ensures the strict positiveness of pn for t E [0, co) and, as a con- 
sequence, from the first part of (4.5) we deduce the boundedness of the 
coefficients c,(t) for all times t. This last fact, in turn, implies global 
existence of p,,(t) (see [25]). 
5. PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE THEOREM. PART II 
In this section we shall prove the convergence of the sequence (p,, v,) to 
a weak solution (p, v). To this end, we shall confine ourselves to 2-dimen- 
sional domains and we shall consider only fluids with constitutive 
equations (2.3). 
Multiply the first equation of (4.1) by $ E C,“(Q,) and integrate over 
Q,. Then, multiply the second equations of (4.1) by h(t) E C;(O, T) and 
integrate over (0, T). We thus obtain 
+P(Pn)V.tbK+Pnf.& (5.1) 
with & = h(t) &(x). 
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Since M(s) = s In s, n,(s) = exp(s*) - 1; it is well known that N is the 
complementary N-function of M and that M satisfies the &condition. 
Further, the complementary N-functions to Mi (i = 1,2) are equivalent to 
N, with II= l/i 
As we proved in Section 4, there exists a global solution (p,, v,) to 
system (5.1) satisfying estimates (3.1), (4.6) and thus, in particular, boun- 
ded in L,(O, T; L,,(O)) x L,(O, T; H,(Q)) with jpnv,lM uniformly boun- 
ded in t. From the fifth part of (3.1) we deduce the existence of a sub- 
sequence, which we still denote by (p,, v,), such that P,, converges to p in 
L,(O, T; L,,,(Q)) weak star (every Orlicz space is ENweakly complete), v, 
converges to v in L,(O, T; H,(Q)) weakly. However, the question of the 
sense in which (p, v) satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations and the initial 
conditions requires further investigation. We shall prove, now, the existence 
of a subsequence, which we continue to denote by (p,, vn), verifying the 
following properties for all V c R: 
(i) lim J pnv,. cp dx = J pv . cp dx for all cp E E,, uniformly in t E [OT] 
n $9 v 
(ii) lip~~p,~dn=~Vprpd~ for all sp E EN uniformly in t E [OT] 
Proof of(i). From the second part of (4.1) we have 
?lV,? %A= (PnVn.%,, VA-PW,, vcp,>- (n +p)(V.v,, V.cp,) 
+ ~ebl, v. cp,) + (PA (P/f) 
and thus, setting R,,(t) = (pnvnr cp,), it follows that 
lR,,(t + At) - &,(t)l 
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Therefore, from the a priori estimates already proved, we infer that, for 
fixed K, VLW),, N is a equicontinuous and equibounded (in [w) sequence. 
It follows, [23, p. 1753, the existence of a subsequence converging to R,, 
uniformly with respect o t (a.e.) and for all K. R,(t) is (pv, cp,), in fact p,,v,, 
converges to a limit a weakly star in L,(O, T, LM) because 
and pnCv,, + pv in LM,J’%‘), for all V cQ; hence a= pv. By density 
arguments, thus, we get (i). 
Proof of (ii). By the first part of (4.1) we deduce 
Setting R,(t) = (p,, $), we have 
and with arguments analogous to that used in the proof of (i) we obtain 
(ii). 
Let us, now, analyze Eq. (5.1). From a priori estimates (i) and (ii), the 
convergence of 
P~~+P,v.-W 
(5.2) 
av 
PnVn at .---vv,:V~-(~~+~))V.v,V.VI+ROp,V-W-p,f.W 
for all Y, w E [ W’L,(Q,)]3 is quite clear. From the second part of (5.1) 
and from (5.2) we can now state 
(5.3) 
is uniformly bounded in n, for any 0 E WIL,(QT). Moreover, we notice 
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that the operator D, = a/at + v, . V, with v, E L,(O, T; LN2(Q)), acting from 
WILN(QT) onto L,(O, T; L,,JQ)), is closed. The first part of the 
Lemma 1.3, p. 705 of 1221, thus allows us to state that for any 
f E L,(O, T; L,,,(Q)) there exists $ E W’L,(Q.) such that D,Q = f. Hence, 
from (5.3) we deduce that 
T 
II p,v;fdxdt (5.4) 0 R 
is uniformly bounded in n, for all f E L,(O, T; L,,,,(Q)). We wish now to 
prove that pn E L, (0, T; L,,,,(Q)). In fact, setting B,(t) = (x E Q: v, # 0) 
we have 
joTj)qpdxdf=joTjQ~B wd-=Q+joTjB pncpdxdt. (5.5) 
n ” 
The first integral at right-hand side is finite for all cp~L,(0, T; L,JQ)) 
because in 52 - B, it is pn(x, t) = p:(x) and the third hypothesis (H) holds. 
The second integral at right-hand side of (5.5) can be rewritten as 
p,cpdxdt= p,v;fdxdt 
and it is uniformly bounded in n for all cp E L,(O, T; LNJQ)) because 
v, . f E L,(O, T; L,,,(Q)), (5.4) is uniformly bounded for any 
f E L,(O, T; LN2JSZ)) and v, # 0. Thus we can state pn E L,(O, T; LM2(SZ)). 
Hence, it remains to prove the convergence of the term 
T 
51 p,v;Vyr.vndxdt=I. (5.6) 0 R 
We set w, = v, -v and we have 
+ (p,,w, . VW, w,J} dt = I, + I, + I, 
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and (ii) we can easily prove that Z, and I, converge to zero. As far as I, is 
concerned we apply Lemma 3 with r = p,, W = w$, A a cube containing the 
support of @, thus obtaining 
T 
li N p~w*2dxdt~iy~ (f&LqdX) T &dv+i dx)* dt 0 d 
Employing properties (i) and (ii), we can pass to the limit under the 
integral over t on the first term at right-hand side and we deduce I, < E, for 
any arbitrary small E, i.e., I, -+ 0. The convergence of (5.6) is, therefore, 
completely established. 
The right continuity of the solution (p, v) with respect o t, in t = 0 in the 
sense of the second and third parts of (2.7) is easily obtained, once we 
employ formulation (2.6) and let TJ 0. 
Using reductio ad absurdurn, the proof of (2.7), follows from the third 
part of (3.1). 
Assume Q bounded. To prove (2.8) let us recall that (p,, v,) verities 
(3.1 )4. Equation (3.1), integrated over (t, t + S) furnishes 
= j,t+' j; jQ {W(P")V . v, + p,,f, v,} dx dq dz + E,(O)s. (5.7) 
Letting n -+ cc in (5.7) by well-known properties on the limit, we have 
qt)+j’D(s)ds<lim 
0 
E,(t)+ j;..,,,,ds] 
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